Women’s health is not in focus in disaster zones: lessons from the Nepal earthquake
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Nepal was hit by a powerful earthquake in 2015, causing enormous damage to physical infrastructure and human lives in many parts of the country. It caused serious threat to women’s and children’s health both during and after the earthquake. An article in this issue of the journal highlights one easily forgotten phenomenon not requiring attention, and that the fetus will be badly affected by spontaneous abortion or stillbirth.12 13

Fear of aftershocks (of which more than 400 were recorded) drove many from their houses to sleep outside in open or unsecure places for days and months. Many women made homeless in rural areas are still living in temporary shelters due to the delay in reconstruction work, a situation which has contributed to increased trafficking of young women to big cities in Nepal and India to work as sex workers.8 A study conducted in Haiti reported sexual violence by non-intimate partners or strangers, leading to post-traumatic stress disorder, following an earthquake,9 and it seems highly plausible that this will have occurred in post-earthquake Nepal, too.

A few weeks after the earthquake, CARE International, a humanitarian organisation that distributed reproductive health kits in some of the affected areas, appealed for help for an estimated 126 000 pregnant women, 15% of whom were described as being in urgent need.10 While destruction of hospitals and healthcare facilities led to severe lack of antenatal care, pregnancy rates are paradoxically likely to increase following a disaster due to unavailability of contraceptives and reduced bargaining power in sexual situations.11 And while few studies among pregnant earthquake victims have reported reduced birth weight and increased stillbirth rates,12 13 nutritional deficiency is common among pregnant women in disaster situations, and may be associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes.

Mental health is no less affected. Pregnant women in Nepal widely feared spontaneous abortion or stillbirth because of a belief in Nepalese society that the fetus will be badly affected by earthquake. Many were heavily traumatised both by experiencing the repeated
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after shocks and witnessing the casualties and injuries of others, which is likely to have increased the risk of developing post-traumatic stress disorders and severe anxiety; postpartum depression increased in women affected by the earthquake and tsunami in the Great East Japan Earthquake.6 Many lost both their possessions and their social networks. Several studies have reported a higher prevalence of psychological problems including anxiety and depression after earthquake both among non-pregnant and pregnant women.6 12 Poor reproductive health and lack of access to healthcare facilities are known risk factors for depression and anxiety among women after earthquake.14 Earlier studies have reported very high suicide rates among women of reproductive age in Nepal.15 According to media reports, suicide rates have increased after the earthquake. However, psycho-social help was not prioritised both during and in the aftermath of the earthquake.

Hence women’s health, already compromised, worsened markedly during and immediately after Nepal’s 2015 earthquake. Although the government, public and national and international non-governmental organisations were quick to respond, women’s health issues were not in focus and their most basic needs were not met. Women from traditional Nepalese society were too constrained and vulnerable either to ask for help or to protect themselves from harm. Thus, women’s physical, psychosocial, sexual and reproductive health needs should be given more attention in all phases of any disaster situation. Even simple measures, such as provision of reusable sanitary towels, condoms, provision of counselling services and formation of psychosocial support groups and women’s self-help groups, will have tremendous impact on the wellbeing of girls and women in times of natural disasters.
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